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SCOPULI VITANDI1 

THE HISTORICAL-CRITICAL EXEGESIS CONTROVERSY 
BETWEEN THE LA TERAN AND THE BIBLICUM (1960-1961) 

ANTHONY DUPONT & KARIM SCHELKENS 

Introduction 

Around the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, 
voices calling for the introduction of the historical-critical method within 
Catholic exegesis grew increasingly vehement. Scholars insisted on the need 
to apply developments in the sciences (archaeology, linguistics, literary theory) 
in the service of biblical studies in order to acquire a better and more contex-
tual understanding of the biblical text. Methodological approaches such as lit-
erary genre critique- often referred to as Formgeschichte- gradually gained 
ground, although not without often-vigorous debate between supporters and 
opponents. By way of a case study in the debate surrounding the type of exe-
gesis, and in particular biblical hermeneutics, that was desirable within the 
Catholic church, the present article will focus on a dispute between two Roman 
universities- the Pontificium Institutum Biblicum and the Pontificia Univer-
sitas Lateranensis- around the beginning of the 1960's. The debate itself 
reveals a division among exegetes, theologians and ecclesial institutions that 
harks back to the modernist crisis at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Known historically as the 'Roman Controversy'2, the debate was profoundly 

1 Latin for: "Cliffs/dangers to be avoided". 
2 See J.A. Fitzmyer, 'A Recent Roman Scriptural Controversy', in Theological Studies 22 (1961), 

426-444. Fitzmeyer's article represents a serious study of the controversy, although it is marred on 
occasion by a tendency to simplify for the sake of conciseness. On the other hand, it would be inter-
esting to examine his work as a document of its time, an 'offshoot' of the controversy itself, since 
Fitzmeyer's own Jesuit background clearly lead him to side with the Biblicum and he wrote the text 
very shortly after the actual controversy itself, while discussions in the subcommission De fontibus 
were still in full swing. Other relevant publications - although dealing for the most part only indi-
rectly with the issue we are reconstructing here- include: J.A. Komonchak, 'The Struggle for the 
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intertwined with preparations for the Second Vatican Council and the redac-
tion history of the dogmatic constitution Dei Verbum. 

Given the fact that the exegetes at both the Biblicum and the Lateran based 
themselves on the same encyclicals Providentissimus Deus and Divino afflante 
Spiritu, a brief outline of the encyclicals in question seems appropriate at 
this juncture. Providentissimus Deus3 and Divino afflante Spiritu4 deal with 

the topic of Catholic biblical studies. Bearing in mind the dangers of over-
simplification, we can argue nevertheless that Leo XIII placed the emphasis in 
Providentissimus Deus on the role of the divine author in the composition of 
the Scriptures, while Pius XII shifted the focus to the role of the human author 
in Divino afflante Spiritu. 
In his reaction against rationalism, Leo XIII tended to be conservative in regard 
to the use of the historical-critical method in exegesis. He declared the text 
of the Scriptures to be infallible and insisted that the basis for the interpreta-
tion thereof had to be the literal (word for word) meaning. When interpreting 
difficult passages, the analogia fidei was to be followed, i.e. the interpretation 
had to be in agreement with the Catholic faith tradition. In spite of this, the 
encyclical stimulated biblical studies in the Roman Catholic church. From this 

Council During the Preparation of Vatican II (1960-1962)', in Id.- G. Alberigo (eds.), History of 
Vatican II. Veil. 1: Announcing and Preparing Vatican Council II. Toward a New Era in Catholicism, 
Maryknoll: Orbis- Leuven: Peeters Publishing, 1995, pp. 167-356, esp. pp. 278-283; R. Burigana, 
'Tradizioni inconciliabili? La 'Querelle' tra l'universita lateranense e l'istituto biblico nella 
preparazione del Vaticano II', in P. Chenaux (ed.), La PUL e Ia preparazione del Concilio (Studi e 
documenti sui Concilio Vaticano II, 1), Rome, Pontificia Universita Lateranense, 2001; B.W. Harrison, 
The Teaching of Paul VI on Sacred Scripture. With Special Reference to the Historicity of the Gospels, 
Rome: Pontificium Athenaeum Sanctae Crucis, 1997, esp. pp. 59-72; ld., 'On Rewriting the Bible. 
Catholic Biblical Studies in the 60's', in Christian Order 43 (2002) 155-178 and ld., 'The Encyclical 
Spiritus Parac/itus in Its Historical Context', in Living Tradition 60 (1995); M. Pesce, 'II rinnova-
mento biblico', in M. Guasco et al. (ed.), Storia della chiesa, Vol. X.XV/2: La Chiesa del Vaticano 
JJ (1958-1978), Milan: San Paolo, 1994, pp. 167-216; G.P. Fogarty, American Catholic Biblical 
Scholarship. A History from the Early Republic to Vatican II, New York NY: Harper & Row, 1989, 
pp. 291-296, seep. 323; F. Laplanche, La crise de l'origine. La science catholique des Evangiles et l'his-
toire au XX' siec/e (L'evolution de l'humanire), Paris: Albin Michel, 2006, pp. 459-469; K. Schelkens, 
'Perceiving Orthodoxy. A Comparative Analysis on the Roman Controversy in Catholic Exegesis 
(1960-1961)', in L. Boeve- M. Lamberigts- T. Merrigan (eds.), Theology and the Quest for Truth. 
Historical- and Systematic-theological Studies (BETL, 202), Leuven, 2007, pp. 143-164. 

3 Leo XIII, Providentissimus Deus, 18 November 1893, in A. Filippi- E. Lora (eds), Enchiridion 
Biblicum (henceforth: EB). Documenti della Chiesa sulla Sacra Scrittura (Edizione Bilingue), Bologna: 
Edizioni Dehoniane, 1993, §81-§134, 132-193; and J.J. Megivern, Official Catholic Teaching, Bib-
lical Interpretation (henceforth: OCT), Wilmington NC, 1978, §291-§349, 193-220. 

4 Pius XII, Divino afflante Spiritu, 30 September 1943, in EB, §538-569 (546-601) and OCT, 
§718-§780 (316-342). 
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perspective, the use of a scientific methodology in biblical studies was ultimately 
encouraged, albeit with the necessary caution. Leo XIII supported the study of 
oriental languages, for example, archaeology and other related disciplines, 
although everything naturally remained subject to the church's magisterial 
authority. The encyclical insists, on the one hand, that the meaning of the Scrip-
tures cannot be found without the true faith or outside the Catholic church. On 
the other hand, however, Leo XIII was clearly interested in the potential advan-
tages of scientific linguistic and exegetical studies. In this sense, his attitude 
with respect to new developments in the world of biblical research can be 
understood as one of caution combined with simultaneous appreciation. As 
a consequence, both the supporters and opponents of historical-critical, scien-
tific exegesis were able to fmd elements in Providentissimus Deus to support 
their particular case. 
Divino afflante Spiritu is often referred to as the Magna Charta of Catholic bib-
lical exegesis. Church historians generally agree that said encyclical granted a 
degree of momentum to the use of a critical methodology. The human author 
enjoys pride of place, inspired by the Holy Spirit, yet using his human capa-
bilities in a clearly defined time, place and language to give expression to 
this inspiration. Pius XII argued that the literal meaning of the Scriptures was 
to be found in the intention of the (human and divine) author. Such an approach 
made the critical study of biblical texts indispensable if one wished to under-
stand their message. Catholic exegetes were thus permitted to employ modern 
instruments and the principle of literary forms in order to solve historical prob-
lems and produce new translations of the bible based on the originallanguages5• 

5 In other words, Pius XII substantially supported the historical-critical method and as a conse-
quence, many adherents thereof were to appeal to his encyclical for support. At the same time, how-
ever, the opponents of this approach to biblical exegesis also based themselves on Divino afflante 
Spiritu, in particular on the introductory paragraph in which Pius XII underlined the continuity between 
his encyclical and those promulgated by his predecessors, declared that he adopted and confirmed these 
also, and appealed for respect for the analogy of faith and the Magisterium. This comes as little 
surprise when we are aware that Divino afflante Spiritu was written on the occasion of the fiftieth 
anniversary of Providentissimus Deus. See EB, §538 and OCT, §718. 

For the sake of completeness, reference should be made to Pius XII's encyclical Humani 
generis, since allusion thereto is made on occasion in the Roman Controversy (Pius XII, Humani 
generis, 12 August 1950, EB §611-§620 [648-659] and OCT §839-§846 [366-369]). In the first part 
of the encyclical the pope appeals to theologians to return to the sources of divine revelation, i.e. 
the Scriptures and the Tradition. In so doing, Pius XII condemns two 'false opinions', namely the 
argument that the infallible divine significance of the Scriptures is completely masked by their 
(fallible) human significance, and the idea of symbolic exegesis. The second part of Humani generis 
declares that theologians should account for the sciences - proven facts rather than hypotheses -
in so far as they are not in conflict with Catholic doctrine. Reflection on the evolution of the human 
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1. The preconciliar vota 

Preparations for the Second Vatican Council clearly exposed divisions with 
respect to the correct approach to Catholic biblical exegesis. In the earliest 
preparatory phase, the bishops together with the major religious superiors and 
ecclesial institutions were invited to share their opinion on the topics to be 
treated at the Council in the so-called vota6• Vota concerning the study and use 
of the Scriptures were numerous 7• The diversity of the questions raised in this 
regard was equalled by the diversity of the standpoints maintained, which fre-
quently exhibited a regional flavourS. Some asked for clarification on matters 

body was permitted, for example, while the theory of polygenism [with Teilhard de Chardin in the 
background] was forbidden. In addition, it was permissible to integrate the historical sciences into 
the study of the bible. Humani generis recognises, for example, that the Old Testament contains 
narrative structures that were subject to cultural influence. In spite of this, they remain the result 
of divine inspiration and are immune as such to error. It is not permitted to compare such narra-
tives with myths, since the latter are more a product of an inflated imagination than a search for 
the truth. Raymond Brown points out in this regard that "it is worth noting that in this predominantly 
monitory encyclical there is virtually no chastisement of biblical scholars. Seemingly to his death 
Pius XII remained firm in his faith in modern criticism". See R.E. Brown, 'Church Pronouncements', 
in R.E. Brown - J.A. Fitzmyer - R.E. Murphy (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, 
Englewood Cliffs- New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1990, cols. 1166-1174. See also P.G. Duncker, Bib-
lical Criticism, and Luis Alonso-Schokel, both of whom were of the opinion that Humani generis 
was not intended to limit the freedom granted by the pope to biblical exegesis in Divino afflante 
Spiritu. 

The letter of the Pontifical Biblical Commission (PBC) (de data 16 January 1948) to the Parisian 
Cardinal Suhard concerning the Mosaic origins of the Pentateuch and the literary structure of the 
book of Genesis (EB, §577-§581 [614-621] and OCT, §796-§801 [349-352]) is alluded to a number 
of times in the controversy. Given the letter's limited scope, however, we only briefly mention it at 
this juncture, noting that it agreed with Divino afflante Spiritu's positive approach to the historical-
critical method. Its importance with respect to the introduction of the historical-critical method into 
Catholic exegesis, however, should not be underestimated. The PBC declared among other things 
that the Church's stance on the historicity and authorship of the Scriptures did not exclude further, 
genuinely scientific research. The exegete's primary task was, after all, to collect data from various 
sciences (palaeontology, historiography, epigraphy,linguistics etc.) in order to acquire a better under-
standing of the conceptual world of the Ancient Near East, how its people gave expression to their 
ideas and how they understood history. 

6 See in this regard A. Melloni, 'Per un approccio storico-critico ai consilia et vota della fase 
antepreparatoria del Vaticano II', in Rivista di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa 26 (1990) 556-
576. 

7 See 'Conspectus Analyticus', in Acta et Documenta Concilio Oecumenico Vaticana II Apparando 
(AD), Series I (Antepraeparatoria), Vol. 2: vota and consilia of the bishops and prelates, Vol. 3: 
proposita and monita of the Roman curial congregations, Vol. 4: studia and vota of the ecclesial and 
Catholic universities and faculties, Rome, 1960-1961. 

8 This becomes evident when one examines studies that deal with the episcopal vota by region 
such as Ph. Chenaux, Les 'vota' des eveques suisses, pp. 111-113; J.Y.H.A. Jacobs, Les 'vota' des 
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related to historicity, infallibility, inspiration, texts and versions, interpretation, 
and methodology, literary genres and the authority of the Pontifical Biblical 
Commission. Others expressed varying degrees of openness towards the use of 
a critical methodology in Catholic biblical studies while others still were vehe-
mently against the use of historical, scientific and archaeological research in 
relation to the bible. 

The vota of the Roman universities, which also constituted a part of this pre-
conciliar 'hornet's nest'9, represented a first class illustration of the prevailing 
discord, with the mutually exclusive positions adopted by the Biblicum and 
the Lateran taking centre stage. In the following pages, we will examine the 
vota of the said universities from the specific perspective of their positioning 
in the debate concerning exegetical methodology. It goes without saying that 
their approaches to exegesis were rooted in a broader understanding of church 
and theology. Reference should be made in this regard to more detailed, spe-
cialised studies on the preparatory phase of the Second Vatican CounciJI0• 

Given its duty and mission to engage in biblical studies, the vota of the Bib-
licum (PIB) are largely limited to this theme. 
Why focus on the vota at this juncture in a study of the Roman Controversy, 
which took place for the most part in the academic forum? In the first instance, 
because they were compiled and written by the same individuals and at the 
same period. While the vota may not represent the 'actual' or 'polemical' 
beginning of the controversy, they nevertheless constitute the 'ideological' and 
'theoretical' beginning thereof, bearing in mind that they already contain the 
foundations of what would determine future positions and points of discus-
sion. The vota clearly reveal what was at stake in the debate and the extent to 
which those who submitted them had the Council in mind when they made 
their opinions public. 

eveques neerlandais pour le concile, pp. 101-102. Similar publications include Y.M. Hilaire, 'Les 
voeux des eveques apres l'annonce du concile de Vatican II', in Le Deuxieme Concile 
du Vatican (1959-1965). Ecolefranraise de Rome, Rome, 1989, pp. 115ff.; and J.A. Komonchak, 
'U.S. Bishops' Suggestions for Vatican II', in Cristianesimo nella Storia 15 (1994) 313-
371. 

9 For a stimulating introductory study see A. Riccardi, 'I 'vota' romani', in M. Lamberigts -
C. Soetens (ed.), A Ia veille du Concile Vota et reactions en Europe et dans le catholicisme oriental 
(lnstrumenta Theologica, 9), Leuven: Peeters, 1992, pp. 146-168. 

10 See Alberigo- Melloni (eds.), Verso il Concilio; Lamberigts - Soetens (eds.), A Ia veille du 
Concile Vatican 1/, and several contributions to the collection Le Deuxieme Concile du Vatican. 
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1.1. Pontificium lnstitutum Biblicum 

Following an introductory votum encouraging the study and use of the Scriptures, 
the vota of the Pontificio /stituto Biblico are divided into two parts: doctrinal 
and disciplinary11• At the doctrinal level, the Biblicum calls for an explanation 
of the relationship between Scripture and Tradition12, the role of faith in the 
process of salvation13, the effective role of God's word in the Scriptures in the 
sanctification of Christians14, the historicity of the gospels15 and the question of 
anti-semitism16• Votum IV in particular, which deals with the historicity of the 
gospels, is specifically related to the problem of critical exegesis. 
The said votum IV invites the Council to confirm the articles of faith that gov-
ern the interpretation of the Scriptures17• According to the Biblicum there are 
three articles to be considered: a.) Christian faith is based on divine inter-
vention in historical circumstances, especially in the incarnation, life, death 
and resurrection of Jesus Christ; b.) Revelation was not complete prior to the 
apostolic period; c.) Given that the four gospels are inspired, they possess 
infallibility in a manner that can be reconciled with their historicity18• 

On the other hand, votum IV suggests that Catholic interpreters of the Scrip-
tures should determine the type of historicity the gospels or particular gospel 

11 AD, I/4, pp. 121-136. See also E. Fouilloux, 'The Antepreparatory Phase. The Slow Emergence 
From Inertia (January, 1959- October, 1962)' in Alberigo- Komonchak (eds.), History of Vatican 
II, Vol. I., pp. 55-166, see esp. p. 137: "[ ... ]the response of the Biblical Institute, which stands out 
clearly from the entire body of vota. Although they were suspected of serious errors, the exegetes of 
the Society of Jesus had the courage forcefully to recall three pressing needs: freedom for biblical 
scholarship, the reform of disciplinary procedures and, above all, a radical change in the way Catholics 
spoke of Judaism". 

12 See AD, I/4, pp. 125-126, in which one can read the following important sentences: "Scriptura 
sola conscripta est inspirante Spirito Sancto; Ecclesia autem gaudet non inspiratione proprie dicta, sed 
assistentia Spiritus Sancti ad revelationem evolvendam" and "necessarium est ut traditio in evolutione 
sua se referat ad Scripturam [ ... ]". 

13 AD, I/4, p. 126. 
14 AD, I/4, pp. 126-128. 
IS AD, I/4, pp. 128-131. 
16 AD, II 4, pp. 131-132. 
17 The Pffi also asks: "Hinc accuratiora evaserunt et argumentatio, qua fides historica Evange-

liorum stabilitur, et interpretatio modi narrandi Evangeliorum" (AD, I/4, p. 128). 
18 After presentation, the vota were provided with an explanation. The votum on the infallibility 

of Scripture and historicity was explained as follows: "In euangeliis explicandis duo principia appli-
canda et inter se concilianda sunt, historicitas et inerrantia. Quisquis in nomine fidelitatis historicae 
prorsus restringit libertatem evangelistarum, nullam viam apertam relinquit ad diversitates narrationum 
(interdum vix non contradictorias) re et non verbo solum explicandas. Ideo rigidam statuens his-
toricitatem non salveret inerrantiam vel saltern earn in periculum adduceret" (see AD, I/4, p. 130). 
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pericopes enjoy, under the authority of the magisterium. In short, the votum 
calls for an historical-critical approach based on the historical situatedness of 
revelation and inspiration. 
The four vota disciplinaria represent a concrete elaboration of this exegetical 
standpoint: a.) The Council should confirm the norms found in Divino afflante 
Spiritu with respect to the use of original texts, critical methodologies, genres 
and literary forms and the theological significance of texts and the ecclesial tra-
dition19; b.) Freedom of research- under the guidance of the magisterium-
should be permitted with respect to those subjects that had already been dealt 
with in earlier decisions of the PBC, in so far as they do not relate to faith or 
morals20; c.) The Pontifical Biblical Commission should bring together the 
best available biblical experts. No Roman curial congregations should be 
allowed to promulgate a statement concerning the bible without the prior revi-
sion of the PBC21 ; d.) The Biblicum concludes with an appeal for extreme 
caution when the teaching authority of the church condemns a contemporary 
author. Care should be taken, among other things, to consider the reputation 
of an author when his works are called into question. When books are forbid-
den, the author in question should be informed of the precise reasons behind 
such an action rather than a more general explanation thereof22. 
In other words, the Biblicum argues that the Council should not get involved 
with the condemnation of the scientific methods of biblical research. On the 
contrary, the PIB is of the opinion that the Council will provide an opportunity 
to discuss and evaluate such methods. In addition to the rector magnificus 
Ernst Vogt the signatories of the PIB vota include Stanislas Lyonnet, Luis 
Alonso SchOkel and Maximilian Zerwick. 

1.2. Pontificia Universitas Lateranensis 

The vota of the Lateran university were diametrically opposed to the sug-
gestions of the Biblicum and the vision that inspired them. The Pontificia 
Universitas Lateranensis' substantial collection of vota consists of three 
parts: contributions from the faculty of theology, the faculty of philosophy 
and the faculty of canon law23, submitted in each instance by the professors 

19 AD, 1/4, p. 133. 
20 AD, 1/4, pp. 133-134. 
21 AD, 1/4, p. 134. 
22 AD, 1/4, pp. 135-138. 
23 AD, 1/4, pp. 169-442. See also Fouilloux, 'The Antepreparatory Phase', pp. 137-138: "Once 

John XXIII turned the Roman college where he had done his ecclesiastical studies into a full-fledged 
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of the respective faculties. The vota stemming from the Facultas Theologica 
Lateranensis deal with a large number of subjects, including the task and 
function of theology in the church, the promotion of Thomistic schooling, 
the organisation of the church, the position of the bishops and the other 
clergy, the primacy of Rome, and the necessity of the magisterium24. We 
will restrict ourselves in what follows to those vota that dealt with biblical 
exegesis. 
Garcia's votum on biblical theology25 argued that the latter's task was to help 
people understand the dogmas of faith and the rules of morality. In this con-
text and according to the said principles, the Council was to deal with the 
following subjects: the origin and truth of biblical theology, the norms it should 
maintain, the dangers it should avoid26, the holiness and dignity of the Old 
Testament and biblical revelation in the people of Israel's prehistory. The 
Council fathers were to take Providentissimus Deus, Divino afflante Spiritu and 
Humani generis into account in their deliberations. 
Spadafora's votum insists that the Council should define the absolute infal-
libility of the bible27• As the subject of divine inspiration, he maintained, the 
bible cannot contain errors28• This doctrine of infallibility was recognised with 
respect to the Scriptures, the Church Fathers and the papal encyclicals - Pro-
videntissimus Deus, Spiritus Paraclitus, Divino afflante Spiritu. Such insistence 
on the infallibility of the bible ultimately became the criterion for distinguish-
ing orthodoxy from heterodoxy. Problems with the text of the Scriptures or 

university [Lateranum] (May 17, 1959), the Lateranum appointed itself the watchdog of Catholi-
cism, as was shown by its attack on the Biblical Institute. Moreover, it provided itself with the 
weapons for its attack: its journal Divinitas was also the vehicle for the Pontifical Academy of 
Theology, an organization that served as a rallying point for zelanti of every kind. The vota of the 
Lateran professors are impressive both for their volume and for the impression they give of already 
being conciliar drafts. [ ... ] What these men had in mind seemed, to say the least, far removed from 
the aggiornamento of which John XXIII was speaking. [ ... ] they in effect sketched a plan as it were 
to bring four centuries of intransigent Catholicism to a climax, in regard both to the claims of the 
Roman Church and to protection against the countless dangers, domestic and foreign, that were 
threatening it". 

24 AD, 1/4, pp. 175-275. 
25 T. Garcia, De Momento Theologiae Biblicae, in AD, 1/4, pp. 189-194. 
26 The subtitle 'scopuli vitandi' from Garcia's votum is incorrectly translated by Burigana, 

Tradizioni inconciliabili?, p. 55, as 'i suoi scopi'. Garcia's Latin subtitle clearly means 'dangers 
to be avoided' and not 'goals, objectives'. The content of the paragraph in question confirms this. 
Garcia warns that two extremes were to be avoided in biblical theology: errors per excessum whereby 
truth is ascribed, for example, where it does not belong, and errors per defectum brought about by the 
exclusive use of reason. Cf. AD, 1/4, pp. 191-192. 

27 F. Spadafora, 'De Definienda Absoluta lnerrantia Biblica' in AD, 1/4, pp. 263-270. 
28 AD, 1/4, p. 264. 
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contradictions found therein could not be solved by the formgeschichtliche 
method, nor were such solutions necessary29• The historical-critical method 
as a whole was in fact redundant. In the same breath, Spadafora attacks a 
number of French exegetes and their publications30, naming one study in 
particular - the Introduction a Ia Bible by Robert and Feuillet31 , which, 
according to Spadafora, recapitulates the error of Msgr. D'Hulst32 - as well 
as several other authors. 
Zedda concludes the theological portion of the Lateran vota, addressing the 
question of the need for a Catholic edition of the Old Testament based on 
Hebrew source texts33• He considers such a Hebrew basic text to be 'non inutile' 
and notes that projects of this kind were not new in the church. Several papal 
documents- certainly since the Council of Trent, which proposed the publica-
tion of a Hebrew text- dealt with the same subject. Zedda agrees with this idea 
on the condition that it be done with the greatest of caution. Bearing in mind 
the inspired character of the text, only the church was capable and had the 
authority to acquit itself of this task. 

2. The Roman Controversy 

The gulf between the Lateran and the Biblicum that emerges in the vota was 
to take on increasingly greater proportions in a series of publications by pro-
fessors at both institutions and progressively spill over into the public domain. 
The goal of the second and most detailed part of the present contribution is 
to provide a survey of the various actors in the debate and offer an apposite 
presentation of their arguments. 

29 AD, 1/4, p. 270: "[ ... ]quae summa est recentiorum errorum [ ... ]". 
30 AD, 1/4, pp. 267 and 270. 
31 AD, 1/4, pp. 263 and 267. See also A. Barucq, H. Gazelles, 'Introduction generale. Ancien Tes-

tament', in Robert- Feuillet (eds.), Introduction a Ia Bible. 
32 See AD, 1/4, p. 263: "[ ... ] errorem Msgr. D'Hulst renovantes, absolutam inerentiam videntur 

denegare [ ... ]".Spadafora refers to D'Hulst and his followers in two other places (AD 1/4, pp. 265 and 
268), using him as an eponymous designation for everyone he branded as a modernist. Msgr. Maurice 
d'Hulst (1841-1896), then rector of the lnstitut Catholique de Paris, had helped to occasion the 
promulgation of Providentissimus Deus with the publication of his article La question biblique, in 
Le Correspondant 134 (1893) 201-251. For further information on D'Hulst, see F. Beretta, Mon-
seigneur d'Hulst et Ia science chretienne. Portrait d'un intellectuel (Textes dossiers documents, 16), 
Paris, Beauchesne, 1996. 

33 C. Zedda, 'De Curanda Editione Catholica Textus Hebraici Veteris Testamenti' in AD, 1/4, 
pp. 274-275. 
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2 .1. Francesco Spadafora 

The controversy first emerged in the Lateran comer34• Stanislas Lyonnet and 
Maximilian Zerwick, both Jesuit professors at the Biblicum, were subjected to 
critique by Spadafora, who had already argued against the use of the histori-
cal-critical method in his votum. Spadafora denounced an article written by 
Lyonnet on Rom 5,12 as unacceptable35• Lyonnet translates and interprets the 
Pauline verse as follows: 

"Les enfants d' Adam par leurs peches personnels, loin de renier en quelque sorte le peche 
de leur pere, le ratifient bien plutot en faisant leur sa revolte" 36• 

According to Lyonnet Paul's words do not describe original sin- passed down 
from generation to generation and traceable back to the sin of Adam - but 
rather the individual sin of human beings, which imitates, as it were, the first 
sin of Adam. Spadafora then reviews Lyonnet's argumentation to reinforce 
his own position with respect to Rom 5,12 and formulates a number of fun-
damental objections from two different perspectives. In the first instance, 
Lyonnet's reading is incorrect at the exegeticalleveP7• Based on an analy-
sis of the Greek terminology of the verse in question throughout the entire 
bible - with particular attention for the Old Testament - Spadafora argues 
that Rom 5,12 can only be referring to original sin, the collective sin of all 
humanity. This also accorded best with the Old Testament position according 

34 P. Hebblethwaite, Pope John XXIII. Sheperd of the Modern World, Garden City NY, Double-
day, 1985, pp. 410-411, offers a brief report of events leading up to the controversy from the per-
spective of John XXIII. The curia had followed Bea's successful career with suspicion. After the 
death of Cardinal Secretary of State Tardini, Bea - former rector at the Biblicum - had gained ground 
in the domain of ecumenical contacts. In other words, an attack on the Biblicum represented an attempt 
to inflict damage on Bea's project. The Lateran also used the attack to settle old scores: Its attack was 
simultaneously aimed at the Society of Jesus, which had become enormously influential during the 
pontificate of Pius XII. 

35 See S. Lyonnet, 'Le peche originel et l'exegese de Rom. 5,12', in Recherches de Science 
Religieuse 44 (1956) 63-84. Lyonnet established the primary ideas of the disputed article in an earlier 
work to which Spadafora refers from time to time in his footnotes: S. Lyonnet, 'Le sens d'e<l> co en 
Rom. 5,12 et l'exegese des Peres grecs', in Biblica 36 (1955) 436-456. Spadafora's reaction to the ear-
lier article is to be found in F. Spadafora, 'Rom. 5,12. Esegesi e riflessi dogmatici', in Divinitas 4 
(1960) 289-298. An indirect critique of Lyonnet's article was published two years earlier -likewise in 
Divinitas- by B. Mariani, 'La persona di Adamo e il peccato originale secondo San Paolo, Rom. 5,12-
21 ',in Divinitas 2 (1958) 486-519. Spadafora applauds the latter as a good presentation of the posi-
tive arguments of Catholic exegesis according to Trent. See F. Spadafora, 'Rom. 5,12', p. 289, n. 1. 

36 S. Lyonnet, 'Le peche originel et l'exegese de Rom. 5,12', p. 70. 
37 F. Spadafora, 'Rom. 5,12', pp. 289-294. 
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to which sin and punishment did not go hand in hand so much with physical 
death but represent rather (and more fundamentally) a breach in the relation-
ship between God and humankind. For Spadafora, a rupture between God 
and all humanity was clearly at stake. In his opinion, Lyonnet's interpretation 
likewise does not agree with the reading of Rom 5,12 found among the Greek 
Church Fathers. In the second part of his evaluation, Spadafora insists that 
Lyonnet's understanding of Rom 5,12 is also incorrect from the dogmatic 
perspective. Such interpretations, he notes, are in complete contradiction to 
the Council of Trent's authoritative statements on the said Pauline verse. The 
Tridentinum confirmed the existence of original sin in all human beings, even 
newborn infants. The Tridentine canons thus declare that Rom 5,12 speaks of 
original and not personal sin38• The Council of Trent also pronounced an ana-
themata over those who maintain a different exegesis of this verse. 

At first sight, Spadafora's article appears to deal with a debate that has preoc-
cupied theologians (Roman Catholics and non-Roman Catholics alike) since the 
time of Augustine, or thereabouts, and one might rightly wonder why we have 
included reference to it in a specifically exegetical controversy. Several reasons 
of fact support this procedure. First of all, the controversy focused itself on the 
Lateran and Biblicum and it is thus significant that a professor from the one 
institution called a colleague from the other to task, especially when we know 
that the former made his own opinion on the content of the controversy known 
in a votum around the same time. Secondly, Spadafora was later to serve as 
a consultor to the Holy Office during proceedings against S. Lyonnet and 
M. Zerwick39• 

A perhaps more important argument, however, is our conviction that Spadafora's 
text (in terms of content) is to be located in nucleo at the beginning of the 
controversy. While his disapproval of the historical-critical method, which he 
vented unrestrained in the Lateran votum, may not be explicitly present in 
his article he employs exegetical arguments to counter Lyonnet - it is evident 
nevertheless beneath the surface and constitutes the underlying and critical 
driving force behind Spadafora's reaction. Although both Lyonnet and 
Spadafora employ exegesis to underpin their arguments, the orientation of their 

38 H. Denzinger- A. Schonmetzer (eds.), Enchiridion symbolorum, definitionum et declarationum 
de rebus fidei et morum, Rome, 1963, §1512 (789/367), §1521 (841/381). 

39 Some thirty years later, F. Spadafora provided a concise formulation of his problems with 
S. Lyonnet and M. Zerwick in F. Spadafora, La Tradizione contro il Concilio, Rome 1989, p. 49: "[ ... ] 
i due Padri, asco1tati dal S. Officio, non poterono negare gli addebiti 1oro attributi: insegnamento 
erroneo (e articoli) sulla inspirazione, sulla inerranza dei Libri Santi, sulla storicita degli Evangeli". 
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use thereof differs considerably. Spadafora uses exegesis to reinforce, confirm 
and verify the Council of Trent, or more precisely, the doctrines established by 
the magisterium40• Any form of exegesis that worked independently and could 
reach conclusions that ran counter to the decrees and statements of the magis-
terium was to be treated with suspicion. Exegesis had to submit to dogma. 
Spadafora reveals this conviction in his article when he describes Lyonnet's 
study- almost in passing- as 'esegesi arbitraria e di ripiego'41 • In so doing, 
he suggests that Lyonnet had abused exegesis in order to legitimate his own 
interpretations and that he had employed a form of exegesis inconsistent with 
the church's teaching authority. Lyonnet's work is thus rejected as 'scientifi-
camente infondata, per non dire insostenibile'42• In spite of this hard conclu-
sion (condemnation?), Spadafora's short, ten-page article is far from being 
hostile and polemical when compared with the aggressive tone found in the 
writings of one Antonino Romeo (see further below). 

Spadafora also affirms the conviction we have sketched in three reactions 
addressed to another Biblicum professor, namely Maximilian Zerwick. The 
latter had given a number of lectures at the third convention of North Italian 
exegetes at Padua in 1959 on the topic of literary criticism of the New Testa-
ment in Catholic exegesis, which Spadafora bluntly condemned as heterodox. 
In his opinion, Zerwick had applied form criticism to the gospels in such a 
way that their authenticity and historicity were undermined. Romeo, likewise 
a professor at the Lateran, was to endorse Spadafora's critique of Zerwick43 in 
the same edition of Divinitas that contained Spadafora's initial article. 

2.2. Luis Alonso Schokel 

In an editorial published in La Civilta Cattolica (dated 3 September 1960), 
Luis Alonso SchOkel, a Spanish Jesuit and professor at the Biblicum, voiced 

40 On the importance of Trent within the framework of the history of preconciliar theology, see 
the collection by R. Bulman- F.J. Parrella (eds.), From Trent to Vatican II. Historical and Theolog-
ical Investigations, New York NY, Oxford University Press, 2006. 

41 Spadafora, 'Rom. 5,12', p. 294. 
42 Spadafora, 'Rom. 5,12', p. 298. 
43 As far as Romeo and Spadafora were concerned, Zerwick's presentation of A. Vogtle's inter-

pretation of Mt. 16,13-20 was particularly provocative. Spadafora criticised Zerwick in two articles 
published in November 1959: F. Spadafora, 'La critica e gli evangeli', in Settimana del Clero 22 
(1959) 7 and 29 (1959) 6-7. His reactions basically argue that historical-critical exegesis is method-
ologically flawed and runs counter to common sense. The (literal) historicity of the biblical texts was 
not to be tampered with. 
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the question: Dove va I' esegesi cattolica? - Where is Catholic exegesis 
heading? In his opinion, the question can be answered by studying what 
happened to Catholic biblical studies in the period between Pius XII's Divino 
afflante Spiritu (1943) and a message delivered by the same pope to the Con-
gres International Catholique des Sciences Bibliques 44 on the occasion of 
the World Exhibition in Brussels in 1958 (Expo 58)45 • Exegesis, Alonso 
SchOkel maintains, would certainly follow the same path in the future. He 
argues that a change of direction is evident between Pius XII's two decla-
rations when compared with the previous fifty years and indeed the previ-
ous centuries46• 

In order to gain insight into the said change of direction, Alonso SchOkel argues 
that we have to examine the beginning of the 20th century more closely. In the 
first part of his article, he cites a variety of stances on biblical studies current 
at the beginning of the 20th century in an effort to demonstrate significant dif-
ferences with more recent declarations and insights on similar exegetical sub-
jects. More specifically, he contrasts the work of exegetes such as Murillo, 

Romeo's reaction appeared a year later in his Divinitas article against Alonso Schokel: 
A. Romeo, "L'enciclica 'Divino afflante Spiritu' e le 'Opiniones novae"', in Divinitas 4 (1960) 
378-456. 

The lectures given by Zerwick at the congress in Padua (15-17 September 1959) were addressed 
to a group of around fifty Scripture professors and were published under the title Critica letteraria 
del N.T. nell'esegesi cattolica dei Vangeli, Conferenze tenute a! Convegno Biblico di Padova 15-
17 settembre 1959, S. Giorgio Canavese, 1959. 

Immediately after the suspension of S. Lyonnet and M. Zerwick, Spadafora repeated his reaction 
(from 1959) in a commentary on the monitum of the Holy Office dating from 1961. Spadafora's arti-
cle sides with that of A. Romeo. F. Spadafora, 'Un documento notevole per !'esegesi cattolica', in 
Palestra del Clero 40 (15 Sept 1961) 969-981. 

44 'Allocution de Son Eminence le Cardinal Van Roey et Message de Sa Saintete le Pape Pie XII', 
in Coppens - Descamps - Massaux, Sacra Pagina. Miscellanea biblica Congressus internationalis 
catholici de re biblica. II vols. (BETL, 12-13), Paris- Gembloux, Gabalda- Duculot, 1959. Vol. I., 
pp. 14-16, seep. 16: "Depuis le debut de Notre Pontifical, en effet, Nous avons eu a coeur de favoriser 
le developpement des etudes scripturaires, et voici bientot quinze ans, Nous aimions, par Notre Ency-
clique 'Divino afflante Spiritu', stimuler de plus en plus dans leurs travaux tousles fils qui s'adon-
nent a ces etudes ... ". The original is found in the Archives of the Archbishops of Mechelen: Direc-
tory Van Roey, II.A.23, Letter dated July 28 1958. 

45 L. Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va l'esegesi catolica?', in La Civilta Cattolica 111 (1960) 449-460. 
Close to a year later, Joseph A. Fitzmyer- also a Jesuit- evaluated the article as follows: "It has 
the merit of putting the question of modem biblical studies in a perspective which is badly needed. 
The only way to explain how the "new direction"- the existence of which cannot be denied- has 
developed is to sketch the matrix in which it had its origin". See J.A. Fitzmyer, A Recent Roman Scrip-
tural Controversy, p. 431. 

46 L. Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', p. 450: "[ ... ] senza deviazioni [ ... ]"and"[ ... ] uno strano cam-
biamento di direzione". 
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Fonck and Billot47 with excerpts from Divino afflante Spiritu and Humani 
generis. He observes that the three exegetes in question reject the need for 
knowledge of original languages and cultures, insight into literary genres 
and modem text-critical methods, in spite of the fact that Pius XII considered 
them to be useful instruments48• As a concluding observation, Alonso Schokel 
addresses new problems, new methods and solutions in biblical exegesis. 
Fonck, for example, was particularly sceptical when it came to new methods 
and solutions, arguing that they lacked solidity. Divino afflante Spiritu, by con-
trast, stated that if there were new problems in biblical exegesis, there were new 
methods available to deal with them49• Alonso Schokel's comparisons are not 
intended to bring the biblical scholars from the beginning of the 20th century 
into discredit. He employs them rather as concrete evidence of the change that 
had taken place in Catholic biblical exegesis and nothing more. 
In the second part of his text, Alonso SchOkel points out that the said change 
of direction did not simply emerge out of the blue. Divino afflante Spiritu crys-
tallised and canonised the results of private research in which many exegetes had 
been engaged long before 1943. In other words, there was evidence of continu-
ity and discontinuity in Catholic exegesis. Prior to 1943, a 'strict' conservative 
school also existed side by side with a more 'open-minded' group of exegetes50• 

In some instances, certain individuals from among the latter group had erred 
(a clear allusion to the condemnation of modernism). Others, by contrast, had 
gradually acquired 'canonical' status (an allusion to the work of Marie-Joseph 
Lagrange). Those who had fallen into error had been rejected by both the 
ecclesial authorities and the advances made within biblical studies as such51 • 

47 Alonso Schokel quotes from the following works: L. Murillo, Crftica y exegesis, Madrid, 1905. 
L. Fonck, Der Kampf um die Wahrheit der H. Schrift seit 25 Jahren, Innsbruck, 1905. L. Billot, De 
Inspiratione Sacrae Scripturae, Rome, 1929. 

Leopold Fonck and Louis Billot are treated more extensively. Alonso Schokel's article refers 
primarily to L. Fonck, Der Kampf um die Wahrheit. For biographical information on Fonck, see 
F.W. Bautz, 'Leopold Fonck', in Id., Biographisch-bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon, Bd. IT, 1990, 
Spalten: Traugott Bautz, cols. 68-69. Billot, De inspiratione Sacrae Scripturae theologica disquisi-
tio. Editio a/tera et emendata, Rome, 19294• Alonso Schokel erroneously claims in 'Dove va', p. 450, 
n. l, that the first edition of the latter appeared in 1906 rather than in 1903. 

48 Alonso Schokel compares the 'old' and the 'new' on the following points: "lingue e culture 
dell'Oriento antico, generi letterari, tradizioni popolari, storicita della Bibbia, l'autorita dei padri della 
Chiesa, nuovi problemi". See Alonso SchOkel, 'Dove va', pp. 450-453. 

49 See EB §556. Alonso Schokel points out that John XXill's address on the occasion of the 
50th jubilee of the Pffi contained the same idea. See Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', p. 453. 

50 See Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', p. 454: "una scuola stretta versus una scuola larga". 
51 As an example of the errors of (excessively) progressive exegetes, Alonso SchOkel makes refer-

ence to Humelauer's 'apparenze storiche' theory. See Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', pp. 454-455. 
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Moreover, many aspects of 'older' exegesis had been maintained after 1943, 
among them the infallibility of the Scriptures and the exclusion of "apparenze 
storiche" and other radical positions. In short, new followed old on many 
points while differing on others, and this was completely in line with the direc-
tives of Pius Xll.52 

The course followed by Catholic biblical exegesis after 1943 is the subject of 
the third part of Alonso SchOkel's article. Divino afflante Spiritu (EB §564) 
entrusted considerable freedom to those who applied themselves to serious 
bible study. Did Pius Xll withdraw this freedom with Humani generis in 1950? 
According to Alonso Schokel, the pope did not react in the first instance to 
exegetical errors but rather to theological errors, which were more related to 
the general standpoint on inspiration and hermeneutics than to the exegetical 
interpretation of individual texts. In the second instance, Alonso SchOkel agrees 
with Pius XII. The freedom granted by the pope to engage in scientific exeget-
ical research was a freedom 'con lirniti e cautele'53, bound to the limitations 
of the analogy of faith and the caution characteristic of solid and honest exeget-
ical study. While the historical-critical method was permitted, it was not to 
be treated lightly. Judgements concerning the historicity of a particular bible 
passage without sufficient supporting evidence could be very dangerous, espe-
cially when they challenged facts that were important for salvation history. 
The real reason for the crisis in Catholic biblical research was not the use 
of critical methodologies but rather their abuse. According to Alonso SchOkel, 
some exegetes were inclined to ascribe insufficient attention to the question of 
history, popularising their results without due attention to charity or caution54• 

Alonso SchOkel concludes that use of new methodologies had been integrated 
into biblical exegesis in line with Divino afflante Spiritu55• 'New' exegesis 
followed the 'strict' school on several issues of principle and the 'open-minded' 
school when it came to methodology. There could be little doubt that errors and 
deviations had arisen, but this was due to the fact that biblical exegetes were 
not infallible, in spite of their being guided by the light of revelation and 
assisted by the methods of their science. Although the danger of error was still 
present, Alonso Schokel concludes that the guidance of the magisterium and 

52 See Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', p. 455. 
53 Alonso Schokel, 'Dove va', p. 457. 
54 Alonso SchOkel, 'Dove va', p. 457. 
55 Alonso-SchOkel, 'Dove va', p. 457. 
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serious scientific research would be enough to prevent it. This was the core of 
Pius Xll's address to the exegetes assembled in Brussels in 1958 and John 
XXITI's address to the PIB during its celebrations in 1960S6• 

2.3. Antonino Romeo 

In addition to being professor of Scripture at the Lateran, Msgr. Antonino 
Romeo was also aiutante di studio for the Congregation for Seminaries and 
Universities and a member of the Accademia teologica Romana. He reacted to 
Alonso Schokel's article in a substantial contribution in Divinitas numbering 
no less than 69 pages. In Romeo's opinion, Divino Afflante Spiritu did not 
introduce a single change in the direction being taken in biblical studies: 

"Nel 1943 nessuno si e accorto di un cambiamento d'indirizzo. La radiosa enciclica Divino 
afflante Spirito e un continuo richiamo alia gloriosa Tradizione su cui poggio sempre 
l'esegesi cattolica"57• 

The above statement represents the nucleus of Romeo's opposition to Alonso 
Schokel's sketch of recent developments in Catholic exegesis. Romeo argues 
repeatedly that a change of direction did not take place de facto. To speak of 
a radical transformation would suggest that Catholic biblical scholars and the 
magisterium were afraid of the sciences prior to 1943. On the contrary, Romeo 
insists, Catholic biblical exegesis from 1893 to 1943 clearly embraced the 
sciences, especially archaeology and philology. In so doing, he endeavours 
to demonstrate that Alonso SchOkel incorrectly interpreted the exegetes he 
referred to in the first part of his article - L. Murillo, L. Fonck and L. Billot -
as adherents of the 'old' approach (in contrast to the 'new' approach that had 
evolved after 1943): 

"Rincresce il dovere constatare che il P. Alonso manca a tal punto di boon gusto da non 
comprendere che dinanzi a uomini della statura di L. Billot, L. Fonck, L. Murillo, egli 
dovrebbe senz'altro inchinarsi riverente"58• 

Romeo subjects Alonso Schokel's discussion of the trio of exegetes to serious 
criticism, employing quotations from all three and references to secondary 

56 John XXIII's address is often interpreted in the negative sense, namely as a rejection of his-
torical-critical exegesis. Alonso Schokel reads the address in the positive sense in relation to the new 
exegesis, provided that the excesses and deviations thereof were rejected. 

57 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 409. 
58 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 397. 
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literature.59 Romeo argues that Alonso Schokel has forgotten that the three 
exegetes in question had a clear awareness of the historical situatedness of the 
origins and evolution of the biblical texts, although they did not exploit this 
awareness to the extent found in Alonso SchOkel' s article. Romeo was unable 
to find an instance in which they deny the historical reality of the biblical 
narratives and as a consequence the infallibility of the Scriptures. Indeed, 
the combination of a degree of historical awareness and respect for historical 
reliability did not contradict the statements of Pius XXII on the same questions 
in Divino afflante Spiritu and Humani generis. 
Romeo is of the opinion that the historical character of the biblical narratives 
is both evident and crucial and that Humani generis as a consequence was 
not a condemnation of healthy historical criticism. At the same time, however, 
historical criticism should not lapse into literary criticism or spiritual exege-
sis. The narratives of the bible should be taken literally without question: 
narrative and historical referent coincided. Every 'new' exegesis that called 
this into question ran counter to every guideline of the magisterium and con-
stituted a serious danger to the truths of faith passed on to us through the 
tradition. 

Romeo makes it clear in his prologue that he is not the only one to maintain 
this standpoint. He ·writes that several bishops - who in fact constitute the 
magisterium to which Catholic exegetes are obliged to submit - had expressed 
surprise at the question contained in the title of Alonso Schokel' s article, 
insisting that they as bishops always know better than any other the direction 
that Catholic exegesis should take. It is certainly not their desire that exege-
sis be forced to follow a direction inconsistent with traditional teaching and 
the interpretative tradition of the patres and doctores ecclesiae and other 
renowned interpreters from the past. The said bishops were far from happy 
with the idea of an exegesis that followed the subversive path of rational cri-
tique, which was 'intransigente ed arrogante' by its very nature60• The tone 
had been set! 
In Romeo's opinion, Divino afflante Spiritu did not constitute a radical turn-
ing point in Catholic biblical studies, either in terms of its content or de iure. 
He bases his argument at this juncture on the interpretation of the encyclical 
given by the German Cardinal Augustin Bea shortly after its promulgation. 

59 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 397-404. 
60 Romeo quotes A. Bea, 'L'Enciclica 'Divino Afflante Spiritu", in La Civilta Cattolica 94 

(1943/IV) 212-224, esp. p. 212 at this juncture. See Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 388. 
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According to Romeo, Bea pertinently renders the goals of the encyclical. Given 
Bea' s reputation as a former rector of the PIB and as an excellent theologian 
and exegete61 , Romeo thus considers his interpretation to be: 

"un autorevole testimonianza di prima mano, che si potrebbe qualificare 'ufficiosa"' 62• 

With the help of lengthy extracts from Divino afflante Spiritu and extensive 
footnotes, Romeo sets out to demonstrate that Alonso Schokel has misunder-
stood the encyclical's basic concepts63 • Contemporary profane sciences can 
be helpful, he argues, but their conclusions have to be in line with the doctrine 
of infallibility. Genre criticism and literary analysis can be instructive, on the 
condition that the literal meaning of the biblical text (with which the true 
spiritual meaning coincides) remains intact64• According to Romeo, the sug-
gestion that the encyclical represents a canonisation or crystallisation of the 
'open-minded' school is simply nonsense. In his opinion, neither science nor 
the truth can be divided into 'strict' and 'open-minded'. The light of the truth 
is self-imposing, in spite of individual preferences65• In short, Alonso Schokel's 
position was to be rejected. Indeed, Romeo's prior research, in which he sit-
uated the article under discussion in the broader context of Alonso SchOkel' s 
other publications- all of which he considered to be at odds with the tradi-
tion- had already established this beyond question66• 

In summary, Romeo claims that both encyclicals demonstrate the principle of 
immutability - and thus of the supra-historical character - of the dogmatic 
Tradition and illustrate at the same time that exegesis had not changed. The 
suggestion of an 'era nuova' was thus inaccurate and irrelevant67 • Romeo 
concludes that 1943 did not witness an opening up or a liberation of exegesis 
and that neither were ultimately desirable68• Romeo raises the same objections 

61 On Divino afflante, see A. Bea, 'Pio XII e le scienze bibliche', in Pio XII Pont. Max. Postridie 
kalendas martias MDCCCLXXXVI bis MDCCCCLVI, Rome, 1965, p. 71. Bea's opinion is relevant here if 
one agrees with the position demonstrated by S. Schmidt, Augustin Bea. Der Kardinal der Einheit, 
Graz- Vienna- Cologne, 1989, pp. 117-122, namely that the German cardinal's hand can be traced 
therein to a significant degree. 

62 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 412; see alsop. 419: 'presumabilmente autorizzato'. 
A. Bea, 'L'Enciclica 'Divino Afflante Spiritu". 
63 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 412-420. 
64 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 433. 
65 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 406-407. 
66 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 393-396. 
67 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 409-410. 
68 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 410, n. 63; p. 419. 
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when he deals with the final part of Alonso SchOkel's article in which the lat-
ter outlines developments in biblical exegesis after 194369• His judgement is 
scathing: 

"0 egli ignora i fatti, ed allora e un incompetente che non dovrebbe arrischiarsi a scrivere 
per il pubblico su questioni toccate da un alto documento Pontificio, giudicando e 
smentendo affermazioni del Papa, del grande Pio XII che esalta sperticatamente quanto 
gli attribuisce la . . . liberazione dell' esegesi cattolica. 0 egli conosce i fatti, ed all ora 
bisogna che ci si preoccupi di impedire la denigrazione o l''escamotage' sistematico delle 
due grandi Encicliche del grande Pio XII"70• 

In terms of content, he accuses Alonso Schokel of ignoring the doctrine of 
inspiration (understood instrumentally) and the related doctrine of infallibility11, 

and of opposing the Tradition and magisterium72• Romeo does not limit his cri-
tique to the propositions of Alonso Schokel. As the title of his article suggests, 
he sees the latter as a representative of the opiniones novae. For him, Alonso 
Schokel's contribution is to be classified under the discredited 'progressismo 
cattolico moderno', and seen as part of the rationalistic, sceptical, anti-tradi-
tionalist and anti-authoritarian movement13 : 

"In questo articolo recente, si tocca l'essenza della nostra Religione, cioe la legittirnita 
della fede che dobpiamo alla Parola di Dio come veritil suprema ed immutabile, e la vali-
dita della Tradizione cattolica in cui si perenna l'infallibile Magistero apostolico della 
Chiesa. Tutto l'edificio divino del Cattolicesimo e quindi impegnato in queste poche 
pagine"74• 

Romeo's reaction here is addressed in particular to a group of exegetes who 
were campaigning for the renewal of biblical exegesis 75 and his evaluation 
of Alonso Schokel can be understood as a sort of pars pro toto. He especially 
targeted the exegesis practiced at the Biblicum and insisted - as alumnus of 

69 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 420-442. 
70 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 425. 
71 Among others Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 423-424. 
72 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 394 and 396. 
73 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 389-390. 
74 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 391. 
75 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 392: "[ ... ] P. Alonso e di chi ha con lui ingaggiato Ia campagna 

riformistica nel campo dell'esegesi cattolica". Romeo returns to the said 'campo esegetico' in Catholic 
exegesis on a number of occasions and in a variety of formulations: 'P. Alonso con alcuni amici', 
'P. Alonso, e con lui l'attivissimo gruppetto di cui e il portavoce', 'P. Alonso e a! suo gruppo', 'i suoi 
amici'. See Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 420; 424; 427, n. 98 and 429, n. 102. From time to time, he 
makes explicit allusion to a conspiracy theory when he speaks of 'una centrale di propaganda', 'orches-
trazione propagandistica'. (Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 419 and 444, n. 130.) 
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the same institute- that it was at variance with its own tradition76• Exegetes 
such as Murillo and Fonck77 had done excellent work in the past. He sug-
gests, moreover, that the teaching of the literary genre hypothesis had had a 
negative effect on young clerics engaged in religious and academic formation 
in Rome78• 

In more general terms, Romeo accuses the PIB of preaching a double truth 
(due esegesi, doppia verita): an exegesis for experts and an exegesis for the 
simple79• In other words, the PIB makes a distinction between a.) an exegesis 
for researchers - upholding literary criticism - reserved for a small group of 
young clerics who are destined to teach in seminaries and theological faculties 
and b.) an exegesis for the parish clergy and the ordinary faithful, a scientifi-
cally unacceptable yet pastorally and spiritually useful exegesis, which upholds 
the literal meaning of the biblical texts80• In pages 443 to 450 of his work, 
Romeo claims to represent the complaints of several cardinals, nuncios, arch-
bishops and bishops of the Roman Curia concerning a number of professors at 
the Biblicum: 

"Tutti lamentano che onnai, in vari ambienti esegetici cattolici, in tutto il mundo, si rasenta 
l'eresia e talora la miscredenza vera e propria"81 • 

Romeo is particularly critical of Zerwick, especially of the lectures he delivered 
on recent critical exegesis of Mt 16,16-18 to a group of around fifty professors 
of Scripture in Padua. According to Romeo, Zerwick opposes the Tradition82 

and applies the principles of form criticism to the gospels in such a way that 
their authenticity and historicity are under threat. As far as Romeo is con-
cerned, the fact that Zerwick thus denies the historical reliability of the witness 
of Mt 16,16-18 is beyond a shadow of a doubt83• In so doing, Zerwick denies 
the infallibility of the Scriptures and at the same time the historical basis of 

76 See Komonchak, 'The Struggle', pp. 167-356, esp. p. 279: "A. Romeo[ ... ] not content with 
sharp criticisms of several Catholic scholars, also criticized the Pontifical Biblical Institute (PIB) itself 
for abandoning the magisterium's positions and having become in effect a participant in what Romeo's 
intransigence saw as a vast campaign to substitute for the Church's faith a new Christianity inspired 
by Teilhard de Chardin and reminiscent of Masonry". 

77 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 398. 
78 For example, Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 390, n. 7; p. 416, n. 75. 
79 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 433. 
80 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 452. 
81 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 443. 
82 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 402, n. 36; p. 410, n. 62. 
83 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 436-437. 
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Jesus' promise to Peter and his successors with respect to primacy84• Further-
more, Romeo accuses an otherwise unidentified professor at the Biblicum, 'un 
intimo collaboratore diP. Alonso' -probably Stanislas Lyonnet- of under-
mining faith in the New Testament85• 

Romeo's critique is not limited to the Biblicum alone. On the contrary, he 
attacks every exegete who dares to employ critical methods, scrutinising a 
series of theological journals - primarily English, French and German - to this 
end86• His footnotes rapidly acquire the character of an index sententiarum. 
Authors such as Gelin87, Teilhard de Chardin88, Spicq89 and Stanley90 are 
treated to critique in the footnotes, while more substantial censure is reserved 
in the body of the text for the Belgian Jesuit Jean Levie91 • Romeo underlines 
Levie's negative influence on Alonso Schokel92, and is particularly merciless 
in his condemnation of Levie's latest book La Bible, parole humaine et mes-
sage de Dieu93• According to Romeo, the tenor of the book suggests that 
the Word of God should adapt itself to the times and not the times to the word 

84 On Zerwick's presentation at the congress in Padua, see Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 402, nn. 35-
36 and p. 410, n. 62. On Mt 16,16-19, see Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 436, nn. 115-116 and pp. 447-448. 

85 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 443, nn. 127-128. 
86 See Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 443-444, nn. 129-130. 
87 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica',.p. 395, n. 19: "Questo carissimo amico dello scrivente ripudiava [ ... ]". 
88 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 426, n. 98; pp. 448 and 455, n. 150. 
89 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 444, n. 130. 
90 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 444, n. 130. 
91 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', pp. 395, n. 20; p. 438, n. 119; p. 444, nn. 130-131; p. 447, n. 137; 

p. 449, nn. 140-141. Romeo is particularly critical of J. Levie, La Bible, parole humaine et message 
de Dieu, Paris, 1958. 

92 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 395 and p. 456, n. 152. 
93 A brief outline of the G£Jntent of Levie's work makes it immediately clear why it was so dia-

metrically opposed to Romeo's own perspective. 
In the first part of his book, Levie provides a detailed survey of the history of Scripture study from 

1850 to 1958. While the said survey is much more detailed than that of Alonso Schokel, they both 
follow the same line in terms of content. In the period between 1880 and 1914 three tendencies were 
to be discerned within Catholic exegesis: the conservatives under the leadership of Vigouroux, the 
progressives under the leadership of Lagrange and the modernists with Loisy at the helm. Between 
1918 and 1930, Catholic exegesis was faced with a crisis. The progressives focussed their attention 
on uncontroversial matters such as oriental languages and textual criticism. Exegesis was left in 
its entirety to theologians, who were blind when it came to critical and historical problems and to 
those scripture scholars who were only interested in refuting Wellhausen. This atmosphere of fear and 
insinuation, however, was interrupted by Divino afflante Spiritu, which Levie considered an act of lib-
eration for biblical studies (in line with Rerum novarum on social matters). 

Levie devotes the second part of his book to the doctrine of inspiration. If scholars wanted to find 
out the intention of the author of a biblical book, they had to acquire an understanding of his con-
ceptual world by carefully studying his formulations against their Hebrew social, psychological and 
cultural background. 
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of God94• According to Romeo, such writings served as evidence of the fact 
that the prelates' complaints were well founded and demonstrated that an 
undeniable pressure was being placed on the clergy. Its goal: 

"aprire sempre piii larghe brecce nell'edificio sovrumano della fede cattolica" 95• 

Romeo concludes his text with a twofold summarising observation. On the one 
hand, the church is not afraid of the sciences and the scientific study of the 
bible, nor was it prey to such fear in the past. On the other hand, a serious and 
frightening danger exists within the church whereby theories and tendencies are 
at work that threaten to destroy the very foundations of the Christian faith96• 

2.4. Was Romeo's opinion an official Roman reaction? 

The pressing question remains, of course, whether the Biblicum itself would 
grace Romeo's allegations concerning Alonso Schokel. The accuracy of 
Romeo's portrayal of the other authors he criticised calls for a thorough study 
of their writings and would take us beyond the parameters set for the present 
contribution. It is difficult to avoid the impression, nevertheless, that Romeo 
was prey to certain tendentiousness, evident for the most part in the melodra-
matic and extremely polemical language employed in his article97• A number 
of reactions to the latter in various journals in the early months of 1961 rein-
force this impression98• The articles in question lament the gravely polemical 
tone of Romeo's attacks and repeatedly note that the portrait he presents of 
Levie and Teilhard de Chardin did not square with reality. The not infrequently 
anonymous discussions of Romeo's work, however, remain exceptionally cau-
tious. Given Romeo's many functions in Rome and influential contacts within 

94 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 426, n. 98. 
95 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 444. 
96 Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', p. 454. 
97 Romeo was already perceived by some as a polemicist. In a letter to Msgr. Philips, for 

example, L. Cerfaux, consultor to the PBC and member of the subcommission De fontibus writes: 
"Vu egalement Mgr. Romeo, qui continue a fulminer contre le card. Bea, l'lnstitut biblique etc. Ceci 
!'interesse plus que le concile. II desire que Ia paix se retablesse, mais a condition d'avoir raison 
sur tout", in Archives of the Centre for the Study of Vatican II, Leuven: Directory G. Philips 0057, 
Letter from L. Cerfaux to G. Philips dated October 12 1960. 

98 See, for example, 'Review of Romeo, 'L'Enciclica', in Herder Korrespondenz 15 (1961) 287; 
J.M. Leblond, 'L'eglise et l'histoire', in "Etudes 309 (1961) 85-88; 'The Close of a Controversy', in 
CBQ 23 (1961) 269; E. Galbiati, 'Un dissido tra gli esegeti? A proposito di una recente polemica', 
in Scuola cattolica 89 (1961) 50-53. 
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a variety of Roman congregations, the present authors are inclined to wonder 
whether his contribution represented an official Roman reaction to the direc-
tion being taken by Catholic biblical exegesis as Alonso SchOkel had presented 
it. A close examination of the events of February and March 1961, and in par-
ticular those in which the rector of the Biblicum Ernst Vogt played a central 
role, might help clarify the matter. 

2.5. Ernst Vogt 

The Biblicum's response was swift and severe. Rector Ernst Vogt insisted in 
publishing a reaction to Romeo's attacks in Divinitas but this was refused and 
the said reaction appeared in Verbum Domini- one of the Biblicum's own 
journals'- undersigned 'Pili'. In an exchange of letters with Lateran Rector 
Antonio Piolanti, it becomes evident that Vogt was deeply outraged at Romeo's 
insinuations in relation to the Pm and his attack on the reputation of two of 
its professors99• In a letter dated February 2 1961 100, Vogt expresses his sur-
prise that Piolanti had allowed his professors to make such insinuations and 
points out that the controversy had the potential to undermine John XXIII's 
efforts to promote conciliation with other Christian denominations. He con-
cludes his letter to Piolanti by demanding an apology and suggesting the 
following: 

"Domando percio a V.S. Rev.ma di rispondermi sollecitamente se Ella se pronto a pub-
blicare una nostra replica nel prossimo numero di Divinitas, con gli stessi caratteri e nello 
stesso luogo concesso al summenzionato articolo di Mons. Romeo" 101 • 

Piolanti' s polite but negative response a couple of days later suggested that 
Alonso Schokel's response should be published in La Civilta Cattolica102• 

99 See the exchange of letters between Vogt and Piolanti from around the beginning of February 
1961 preserved in the Archives of the Centre Lumen Gentium [henceforth CLG], Directory Cerfaux. 

100 Letter of E. Vogt to A. Piolanti, in CLG: F.Cerfaux, s.n. 
101 Vogt alludes to earlier attacks by Spadafora and asserts: " ... rna contro Ia massiccia diatriba 

di Mons. Romeo e contro Ia pubblicazione di essa in 'Divinitas' debbo protestare nel modo piu energico. 
Aspetto decisamente che queste diffamazioni siano debitamente riparate, come vuole Ia Iegge divina". 
[ ... ] "Non vedo Ia necessita di accettare tale richiesta, se si considera che Ia 'Civilta Cattolica' e 
molto piu diffusa di 'Divinitas' e che Ia valutazione dell'articolo di Mons. Romeo puo essere oggetto 
di discussione". 

102 See CLG: F.Cerfaux, letter from Piolanti to Vogt [copy], February 3 1961: " ... trattandosi di 
Mons. Romeo, biblista ben noto, licenziato al Pontificio lstituto Biblico, Officiate della S. Con-
gregazione dei Seminari e delle universita degli Studi e membro del Consiglio dell' Accademia Teo-
logica, io non potevo rifutare l'ospitalita al suo articolo in materia specifica". Romeo's position as 
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Vogt, a Swiss Jesuit, was unimpressed and presented a twofold response in 
his capacity as rector of the Biblicum. On February 6, he presented a brief 
pro-memoria together with a more extensive annexed document103• February 
6 is an important date in the controversy, the day on which John :xxm tele-
phoned the editorial board of La Civilta Cattolica and Vogt himself to express 
his revulsion at Romeo's modus operandP04• 

Both ofVogt's documents contain the same objections. Romeo had introduced 
a libellous, inaccurate and distorted presentation of Lyonnet, Zerwick and 
Alonso Schokel. His attack, moreover, compromised the majority of Catholic 
exegetes. Romeo had unjustifiably insinuated that the PIB no longer upheld 
papal norms, was determined to overthrow the faith in order to construct a new 
Christianity, taught useless matters in its classes, was hostile to the tradition, 
and availed itself of a flawed literary criticism. His attack on Jean Levie's 
La Bible, parole humaine et message de Dieu was also inappropriate. Vogt 
concludes by alluding to a concrete fact, to which Piolanti's response makes 
no reference. He asserts that serious accusations addressed by Romeo to Lyon-
net were the direct reason for the withdrawal of the latter's nomination as 
consultor to the biblical commission. 

2.6. The Biblicum 

The Biblicum responded officially at the beginning of 1961 with a pamphlet 
entitled Pontificium Institutum Biblicum et recens libel/us R.mi Dni A. Romeo.105 

Taking a sentence from Jesus Sirach as its motto - "Curam babe de bono 
nomine" (Sir. 41,15)- the PIB defended itself against Romeo's defamation of 

aiutante di studio to the Congregation for Seminaries, and Institutions of Catholic Education clearly 
played an important role in the affair if one bears in mind that he a.) evidently believed he had the 
support of its prefect, Cardinal Pizzardo, and b.) there was talk under Pizzardo around this period of 
efforts to centralise all educational institutions under the leadership of the said congregation. See in 
this regard A. Stickler, 'Pontificia Universitas Romana', in Seminarium 14 (1962) 651-670. 

103 CLG: Directory Cerfaux: II Pontiftcio /stituto Biblico e un recente articolo di Mons. A. Romeo. 
Pro-Memoria; and Esposto particolareggiato della diffamazione contro il Pontificio /stituto Biblico, 
6 febbraio 1961. 

104 See A. von Teuffenbach, Konzilstagebuch Sebastian Tromp s.j. Mit Erliiuterungen und Akten 
aus der Arbeit der theologischen Kommission. Bd. 1/1-2: (1960-1962), Rome, Editrice Gregoriana, 
2006: "Die 6 Februarii 1961: feria II. Mane sueta consulta inS. Off. Post consultam hora 11 1/2 audio 
Papam telephonice communicasse cum Rectore 'Civilta Cattolica' et per eum cum rectore Instituti 
Biblici, Pontificem legisse articulum Prof. Romeo in 'Divinitas' et 'pur non entrando nel merito della 
causa, avere letto cum dispiacere e disgusto I' articolo' ". 

105 Pm, 'Pontificium lnstitutum Biblicum et Recens Libellus R. mi D.ni A Romeo', in Verbum 
Domini 39 (1961) 3-17. 
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its good name. In the opening paragraphs, the Biblicum expressed its dissatis-
faction concerning the fact that such serious accusations - now transferred 
from the private arena (where they had been aimed at the Pffi for years) to the 
public arena - had been published in Divinitas, the voice of the Roman Theo-
logical Academy. The response desired to show that the Pffi and its teaching 
staff were not hostile to the tradition and the magisterium, nor were they out 
to undermine the Catholic faith. Corruption of clergy in formation was far from 
their intent and they rejected the claim that the professors at the Pffi were hyp-
ocrites, teachers of a duplicitous doctrine, or conspirators intent on destroying 
the faith. Romeo's polemical article had not only damaged the Pffi, it had 
also undermined Catholic exegesis as a whole and the relationship between 
Catholics and non-Catholics. As part of its defence, the Pffi published a cata-
logue of quotations from Romeo's article, which it then refuted with other quo-
tations or short explanatory remarks. 
The Pffi 's response noted that Romeo's accusations were occasioned by an 
article published by Alonso Schokel in Civilta Cattolica and the lecture given 
by Zerwick in Padua in 1959. Romeo's text fails to note, however, that Alonso 
SchOkel' s article briefly yet explicitly rejects errors and deviations in biblical 
exegesis. At the same time, he disregards the summarising character of Zerwick's 
lecture, which was de facto a compendium of studies based on three Catholic 
exegetes: A. Vogtle, P. Benoit and the Leuven professor A. Descamps106• The 
Pffi expresses its disapproval of the errant and libellous way in which Romeo 
reads the said sources and Levie. He distorts and misuses his quotations, incor-
rectly presenting Alonso SchOkel's descriptive title ('Where is Catholic exe-
gesis heading?'), for example, as a normative title: 'Where should Catholic 
exegesis be heading - according to Alonso SchOkel and the Pffi? ' 107• The last 
segment of the Pill's reaction sums up and denies Romeo's most serious accu-
sations. Neither the authors under attack, nor the PIB, nor the 'new' exegesis: 

"Oppositores Traditionis et Magisterii, Inimici fidei catholicae, Corruptores iuvenis 
Clerici, Hypocritae". 

106 See A. Vogtle, 'Messiasbekentnis und Petrusverheissung', in Biblische Zeitschrift I (1957) 
252-272 and Biblische Zeitschrift 2 (1958) 85-102; P. Benoit, 'La mort de Judas', in A. Wikenhauser, 
Synoptische StudienAlfred Wikenhausers. Zum siebzigsten Geburtstag am 22. Februar 1953 dargebracht 
von Freunden, Kollegen und Schiilern, Munich, Zink, 1953, pp. 1-19; A. Descamps, 'La structure des 
recits evangeliques de Ia Resurrection', in Biblica 40 (1959) 726-741. 

107 Note that Alonso Schtikel's title was an allusion to an article that was to be located in the 
controversy surrounding the so-called 'nouvelle theologie', of R. Garrigou-Lagrange, 'La nouvelle 
theologie, oii va-t-elle?' inAngelicum 23 (1946) 126-147. 
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They do not teach a duplicitous biblical truth - one pastoral the other scien-
tific - and are not involved in a conspiracy to destroy the traditional faith. In 
a number of concluding observations, the PIB points out that Romeo's article 
contains a large number of quotations from church documents and authori-
tative interpretations thereof. He reads the said texts with one goal in mind, 
however, namely to prove that the professors under attack and the PIB dispute 
and reject them. 

2.7. The Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office 

While the controversy appears to have settled to some degree by the spring 
of 1961 108, the Holy Office (under Cardinal Alfredo Ottaviani) got involved 
shortly after the publication of the Biblicum's response and prohibited further 
public intervention from either side while the complaints against S. Lyonnet 
and M. Zerwick were being investigated109• On June 20 1961, the Holy Office 
issued a monitum in which it admonished all those who called the historical 
and objective value of the Scriptures- the Old Testament and the New, includ-
ing the words and deeds of Jesus Christ- into question110• It pointed out that 
such claims concerning the historicity and objectivity of the Scriptures tended 
to stir unrest among the faithful and their pastores.lt thus called upon all those 
involved in the study of the Scriptures to be extremely cautious and of the 
utmost discretion. Exegetes were to bear in mind the teaching of the Church 
Fathers and the magisterium at all times, to avoid disturbing the conscience of 
the faithful and desecrating the truths of the faith. 
Although it does not make explicit reference to the controversy, the monitum 
issued by the Holy Office can nevertheless be considered as a response thereto 
and worthy of further attention in the present context. A close reading of the 

108 Cardinal Di:ipfner's nota in preparation for an audience with John XXlli in May 1961 would 
appear to illustrate this. See G. Treffler (ed.), Julius Kardinal Dopfner. Konzilstagebiicher, Briefe 
und Notizen zum Zweiten Vatikanischen Konzil (Schriften des Archivs des Erzbistums Miinchen und 
Freising, 9), Regensburg, Schnell und Steiner, 2006, p. 154: "Sonntag, 7.5.: 9h: Rektor Vogt- Bib-
likum. Der Streit mit Romeo ist im Vordergrund iiberstanden". 

109 Komonchak writes that the Holy Office appeared to reserve the question to itself, at least 
according to Spadafora. See Komonchak, 'The Struggle', p. 279, n. 420. 

Komonchak quotes a pro-memoria in which E. Vogt laments the attack on the Pill and complains 
the Romeo's article had been allowed to circulate freely for seven months. When the Biblicum's reac-
tion was finally published, however, further distribution of Romeo's article and that of the Pill was 
immediately forbidden. Komonchak, 'The Struggle', p. 279, n. 419. 

110 See OCT, §894-897 (esp. §385); see Acta SS Congregationum- Suprema Sacra Congregatio 
S. Officii in AAS 53 (1961) 507 and EB, §634 (cf. also §672). 
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monitum' s short text reveals a number of interesting elements. In the first 
instance, it is significant that a nota bene has been added, which notes that 
the admonition was written with the approval of the cardinals of the PBC (the 
same PBC that had expressed its support of the Biblicum not long before). 
Furthermore, nothing is said in the monitum about a condemnation of exeget-
ical approaches such as that employed by Alonso SchOkel. On the contrary, the 
opening sentence of the monitum first praises exegesis111 and only then turns 
its attention to errors of interpretation and ill-considered and exaggerated pop-
ularisations. The monitum's primary raison d'etre is to be found in its pastoral 
desire to avoid potential confusion among the faithful. Finally, a terminolog-
ical observation with respect to the clause germana veritas historica et obiec-
tiva Scripturae Sacrae is appropriate at this point. While the so-called 'new' 
exegesis should never deny the historicity and objectivity of the Scriptures 
(to a certain degree), it should likewise not accept that the texts of Scripture 
render the historical truth in literal terms as this is done in our present day 
and age. By ascribing the predicate germana to veritas, the monitum avoids 
reference to the 'literal' and speaks rather of the 'genuine, actual true' 112• 

Such emphasis on the 'authenticity value' of biblical narratives leaves open 
the possibility that the truth of the Scriptures is expressed in historical-literary 
genres. 113 The publication of the monitum rekindled the debate114• Although 
the Holy Office did not openly reject historical-critical bible study, the same 
congregation nevertheless published a decision five days later announcing 
that La vie de Jesus by Jean Steinmann was to be placed on the index librorum 

111 EB, §634. 
112 Lewis & Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, p. 811. 
113 P.G. Duncker, 'Biblical Criticism. Instructions of the Church and Excesses of Form Criticism', 

in CBQ 25 (1963) 22-33, illustrates the continuity between Divino afflante Spiritu, Humani Generis 
and the monitum of the Holy Office of June 20 1961. Divino afflante had opened the door to critical 
biblical studies and neither Humani generis nor the monitum had attempted to close it. The latter two 
documents only condemned excesses that had arisen in biblical exegesis since the promulgation of 
Divino afflante Spiritu. 

In his Un documento notevole, F. Spadafora interprets the monitum in a manner that runs com-
pletely counter the reading we have suggested here. In his opinion, the monitum contained a con-
demnation of the historical-critical method. While the Holy Office may not have been against the 
use of auxiliary sciences such as archaeology and philology, it did reject hypothetical reconstructions 
that undermined the objective and absolute (literal) truth of the Scriptures. According to Spadafora, 
the monitum had form criticism and the exegetical analysis of literary genres and narrative structures 
in biblical texts in mind in this regard. For him, the writings of Steinmann, Robert, Feuillet, and 
Zerwick offer a concrete and representative example of the kind of exegesis being implied. 

114 G.T. Kennedy, 'The Holy Office Monitum on the Teaching of Scripture', in AER 145 (1961) 
145-151. 
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prohibitorum115 and professors Lyonnet and Zerwick were to be deprived of 
their teaching mandate at the Biblicum116• It would appear that John XXIII 
was also troubled by the debate, especially by the PIB's lack of involvement 
therein 117• 

2.8. Ernesto Ruffini 

A final polemical reaction on the Roman academic - and public - forum stems 
from Cardinal Ernesto Ruffini118• Ruffini rejected the use of literary genre cri-
tique (metodo della storia della forma) in a front page article in L'Osservatore 
Romano, dated August 24 1961, with the unambiguous title Generi letterari e 
ipotesi di lavoro nei recenti studi biblici. Ruffini maintained that the insights 

115 S. Congregatio S. Officii, 'Decretum in generali consessu quo opus 'La vie de Jesus' a Ioanne 
Steinmann scriptum damnatur, 26 iunii 1961 ',in AAS 53 (1961) 507-508, and M. de Bujanda (ed.), 
Index librorum prohibitorum, p. 855: "Steinmann, Jean (1911-1963). Ne dans le territoire de Belfort. 
Fra. Pretre. Vicaire a Ia Basilique de Notre-Dame de Paris. Auteur de nombreux ouvrages sur Ia Bible. 
Le 14 fevrier 1962, le Saint-Office lui interdit toute nouvelle publication en matiere biblique. La vie 
de Jesus, 1959, [ ... ]Deer. S. Off. 26/06/1961. Demier ouvrage mis a !'Index". 

116 J. Steinman, La vie de Jesus (Club des libraires de France. Collection biographies 12), Paris, 
Denoel, 1959. In contrast to the implications of its title, Steinman's book. does not contain an exhaus-
tive survey of the life of Jesus paying attention to chronological, exegetical and theological problems. 
The author attempts, rather, to paint a psychological portrait of Jesus. 

Dated June 26 1961, the condemnation is included in 'Acta SS Congregationum- Suprema Sacra 
Congregatio S. Officii', inAAS 53 (1961) 507-508. 

Although Pizzardo denied all knowledge of Romeo's article, he found himself nonetheless in 
the anti-Biblicum side. This is apparent from the fact that the withdrawal of Zerwick and Lyonnet's 
teaching mandate took place upon his instigation. Hebblethwaite, Pope John XXlll, p. 417. 

John XXIII's modus operandi, especially with respect to the preparation of the Council, consisted 
of delegating responsibilities. His biographer Hebblethwaite points out that while he regretted the 
suspension of Zerwick and Lyonnet he could not reverse it. He solved the problem diplomatically by 
allowing Lyonnet to remain in function as vice dean of the Biblicum and encouraging Zerwick to teach 
New Testament Greek. 

Lyonnet and Zerwick here reinstated by Paul VI, in the ftrst year of his pontificate. This motivated 
Brian Harrison to write about the Roman Controversy in his study of Paul VI's vision of biblical 
studies. Harrison adds the observation that Lyonnet and Zerwick remained silent after their rein-
statement on the speciftc issues with respect to which they were once accused of having a deviating 
interpretation According to Harrison, Paul VI's rehabilitation of the professors in question created a 
sense of trust in and freedom for biblical exegetes. See Harrison, The Teaching of Pope Paul VI, 
1997, pp. 62-63 and pp. 68-70. 

117 He even threatened to dissolve the PBC. Cf. Komonchak, 'The Struggle', pp. 281&354-355 
and Harrison, The Teaching of Pope Paul VI, pp. 60-61. 

118 E. Ruffini, 'Generi letterari e ipotesi di lavoro nei recenti studi biblici', in L 'Osservatore 
Romano, August 24 1961, p. I. On Ruffmi's attitude in this context, see J. Beumer, Die katholische 
lnspirationslehre zwischen Vatikanum I und fl. Kirchliche Dokumente im Licht der theologischen 
Diskussion (Stuttgarter Bibelstudien, 20), Stuttgart, Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1966, pp. 74-75. 
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of form criticism and the need to approach a legal text, an apocalyptic text, a 
prophetic text or a poetic text in a different manner were not new119 and insisted 
that this was not his bone of contention. Rather, he fmnly rejected what he 
called 'uno spirito ipercritico' that was undermining the traditional magisterium 
of the Catholic church and sowing confusion among believers. This damaging 
tendency, which he associated directly with 'heretics and modernists', had 
taken shape in an exegesis that applied the literary forms to the Scriptures in 
an unbridled manner and had gone to extremes in comparing the latter with 
other Ancient Near Eastern texts120• According to Ruffmi, Steinmann was guilty 
of such practices and his book had thus been placed on the index with good 
reason121 • Ruffini turns his attention to Lyonnet and Zerwick in the same 
context122• He agrees that a degree of distinction had to be made between 
the scientific approach to the Scriptures and the pastoral approach 123 • In his 
opinion, however, this did not imply that the Scriptures were to be understood 
as mere 'constructive stories' rooted in faith, esteem or apologetics. On the 
contrary, the Scriptures contained the objective truth. Ruffini concludes his 
article by inviting the reader to explore the speech of John XXIII on the occa-
sion of the 50th anniversary of the Pffi. 

Epilogue: The schema De fontibus revelationis 

The debate shifted at this juncture to the preparatory conciliar commissions. 
In his motu proprio Superno Dei Nutu, John XXIII entrusted the doctrinal 
preparations for the approaching Council to the preparatory Theological 

119 Ruffini, 'Generi letterari', p. 1. 
120 Rynne, Letters from Vatican City. Vatican Council// (First Session). Background and Debates, 

New York NY, Farrar, Straus and company, 1963, pp. 52-56, maintains that this article is at direct 
(and even word for word) variance with Divino afflante Spiritu, in which Pius XII advocated that 
biblical exegetes make use of the auxiliary sciences of history, archaeology, ethnology, the study of 
Ancient Near Eastern languages and other disciplines to distinguish and determine the literary gen-
res intended and actually employed by the author of a text. Ruffini argues that the bible can only be 
subject to interpretation if one bears in mind that our understanding of the words and deeds of Jesus 
Christ remains immutable. 

121 E. Ruffini, 'Generi letterari', p. 1, writes the following about Steinmann: "Un protestante 
razionalista non potrebbe essere piu temerario e piu radicale! ". It should not be forgotten that it was 
the same Cardinal Ruffini who tipped the Holy Office about 'problematic' aspects of Steinmann's 
work in a letter to Ottaviani dated May 9 1961. See further in this regard F.M. Stabile, 'II cardinal 
Ruffmi e il Vaticano II. Le lettere di un 'intransigente", in Cristianesimo nella Storia 11 (1990) 83-
113, p. 115. 

122 E. Ruffini, 'Generi letterari', p. 1. 
123 Romeo's critique of the PIB's 'duplicitous' teaching is reminiscent here. 
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Commission (TC)124• Under the presidency of Alfredo Ottaviani and with 
Sebastiaan Tromp as its secretary, the TC was to devote itself to questions 
relating to Scripture, Tradition, faith and morals. The topics were allocated to 
five subcommissions: De Ecclesia, De fontibus, De deposito, De ordine morali 
individuali, De ordine morali sociali. Discussions in the respective subcom-
missions resulted in five schemata, which - although not all - were presented 
to the Council fathers. By way of an epilogue to the controversy, we will focus 
our attention on one of the schemata, namely the Schema Constitutionis Dog-
maticae De fontibus revelationis, the document on Catholic biblical studies 
that emerged from the TC subcommission De fontibus and was presented 
to the Council for discussion on November 14 1962125• We will avoid detailed 
discussion of the often turbulent genesis and evolution of the text in question, 
bearing in mind that a variety of presentations, draft versions, amendments 
and emendations preceded the schema as we now have it126• Joseph Komon-
chak observes a toughened stance in the schema with respect to the issues that 
were central to the Roman Controversy. He concludes that propositions with 
regard to the historicity of the gospels and the problem of literary genres 
became increasingly strict and more conservative as the text was further elab-
orated. In spite of the fact that the subcommission in question included Ernst 
Vogt and Lucien Cerfaux127 among its members, the final text of De fon-
tibus tended to reflect the discourse of the Lateran professors on a number 
of points128• 

124 Dated June 5 1960; see AD, 1/1, pp. 93-99. The apostolic letter entrusted the question of 
the Scriptures and their interpretation to the Theological Commission (TC) and the Secretariat for 
Christian Unity (SCUF). We limit ourselves in the present contribution to the TC, the preparatory 
organ that gave rise to De fontibus revelationis. 

125 See Acta Synodalia Sacrosancti Concilii Oecumenici Vaticani II, vol I (Periodus Prima), Pars 
3 (Congregationes Generales XIX-XXX), Rome, 1971, pp. 14-26 [henceforth AS]. 

126 AD, W2.1, pp. 523-562. The exchange of letters between the members of the subcommission 
De fontibus is also interesting in this regard. See, for example, the letter of L. Cerfaux mentioned above 
in which he makes observations concerning the various subdivisions of the first draft of De fontibus, 
running from approval, to suggestions for reformulation (on 'genres litteraires', 'historicitas'), to 
minor emendations (e.g. 'ne pas parler de sensus plenior', 'eviter le piege de l'inerrance'). The letter 
in question is also of value for the picture it sketches of what was going on behind the scenes. Cer-
faux alludes to the members of the subcommission and of the TC he met in Rome and the subjects 
of their conversations. 

127 An in-depth study of Cerfaux activities in Rome during the preparatory era of Vatican II 
will be published as K. Schelkens, 'Lucien Cerfaux and the Preparations of the Schema De Fontibus 
Revelationis', in D. Donnelly- J. Fameree- M. Lamberigts- K. Schelkens (eds.), Vatican II and 
the Contribution of the Belgians (BETL), Leuven, Peeters, 2008. 

128 For a detailed reconstruction of the redaction history of the schema on revelation reference 
can be made to K. Schelkens, Deus multifariam multisque modis locutus est. De redactie van het 
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De fontibus revelationis consist of five chapters. The first insists that revela-
tion as a whole is not only to be found in the Scriptures but in the Scriptures 
and the Tradition together as a twofold source129• Both the Old Testament and 
the New Testament were written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. God 
is their author. There is only one authentic way to study, understand and 
explain the Scriptures: the Tradition. The said Tradition - relating to faith and 
morals - is likewise divine in that it has remained safe and immune with the 
help of the Holy Spirit throughout the process of apostolic successions130• 

The second chapter is devoted to inspiration, the infallibility of the Scriptures 
and the composition thereof131 • The core idea at this juncture is that the divine 
author is determinative in the sense that he inspired the Scriptures' human 
authors. The latter are thus ascribed a merely instrumental value132• If the entire 
bible is inspired, then one can also declare it to be completely infallible, in the 
sense of being immune from error. After all, as author of the Scriptures, God 
cannot be in error. Bearing this principle in mind, exegetes are at liberty to 
study the biblical text based on the idea that the human author wrote accord-
ing to the concepts and language of his time133• In cases of doubt with respect 
to certain bible passages, however, definitive judgement was the sole respon-
sibility of the Church. 
The third chapter presents the Old Testament as a confirmation of the New and 
as its preparation134• The Old Testament contains evidence about Jesus Christ, 
which is fulfilled in the New Testament135• The fourth chapter deals with the 
New Testament and gives pride of place to the notion of historicity136• The 
gospels are understood as an account of the historical words and deeds of 
Jesus137• The fifth and fmal chapter encourages reading of the Scriptures in the 
church138• While explicit reference is made to the Vulgate as the authentic and 

preconciliaire schema De fontibus revelationis. Een theologiehistorisch onderzoek met bijzondere 
aandacht voor de Belgische bijdrage [unpublished doctoral dissertation, K.U.Leuven. Supervisor: 
M. Lamberigts], Leuven, 2007. See also Komonchak, 'The Struggle', pp. 281-283. 

129 In AS,I/3, pp. 14-16, De Duplici Fonte Revelationis. 
130 Note the difference with the opinion of the Biblicum in its votum on the role and competence 

of the Church and the Tradition in matters of biblical interpretation. 
m AS,I/3, pp. 17-19 De Scripturae lnspiratione, lnerrantia et Compositione Litteraria. 
132 AS, 1/3, p. 17. 
133 AS,I/3, pp. 18-19. 
134 AS,I/3, pp. 21-22. De Vetere Testamento. 
135 In itself, the Old Testament was incomplete; cf. AS, 1/3, p. 22. 
136 AS, 1/3, pp. 22-23. De Novo Testamento. 
137 The wording found in the monitum of the Holy Office dated June 20 1961 is followed here; 

see AS, 1/3, p. 22. 
138 De Sacra Scriptura in Ecclesia in AS, 1/3, pp. 23-26. 
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original faith witness, it is recommended that the Council accept the venerable 
and widely distributed versions of the Eastern churches and the Septuagint. 
Since theology includes both Scripture and the Tradition, theologians should 
study the Scriptures and exegetes should explain the bible in respectful obe-
dience to the analogy of faith, the ecclesial Tradition and the norms promul-
gated by the Holy See. 
One reference is made to Humani Generis, five to Providentissimus Deus, 
nine to Divino afflante Spiritu (and several to various canons from Denzinger). 
The encyclicals in question are clearly read as if they were condemnations of 
the historical-critical study of the bible. The predominant tone of the schema 
De fontibus is one of suspicion and it reflects the position of the Lateran to a 
significant degree. The vota and standpoints upheld by the Biblicum in the 
controversy are only followed in part. The schema was to be rejected by 62% 
of the Council fathers during the first session of the Second Vatican Council. 
John XXIII intervened and referred the question of biblical studies to a com-
missio mixta. This resulted in the schema De divina revelatione, which the 
assembled bishops provided with commentary during the Council's second 
session. The PBC document Sancta Mater Ecclesia also exercised a degree of 
influence on further drafts. Mter emendation during the fourth session of the 
Council, the text was approved by the Council fathers and promulgated by 
Paul VI on November 18 1965 as the dogmatic constitution Dei Verbum 139• 

Concluding observations 

By way of conclusion, we offer here a brief sketch of the most important ele-
ments of the Roman Controversy. For the Biblicum, the Scriptures constituted 
the point of departure and goal of reflection. The Lateran, on the other hand, 
sought this rather in the Tradition. Broadly speaking, therefore, one might 
argue that the debate was basically a conflict between dogma and exegesis. The 
professors at the Biblicum concentrated on refining the technical instruments 
of biblical exegesis. To the Scripture professors at the Lateran, however, the 
resulting historical-critical method was detrimental to the revealed teaching 
of the church. While the Biblicum argued that an awareness of the historicity 
of the biblical texts did not exclude their infallibility, the Lateran maintained 
that the two were mutually exclusive. According to the Lateran, the inspira-
tion of the Scriptures - understood as an absolute and timeless truth without 

139 G. Baum, 'Constitution on Revelation. History and Interpretation', in Theological Studies 28 
(1967) 51-75. 
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context140 - served as the basis of this inerrantia. The Biblicum, by contrast, 
based itself on a concept of situated inspiration. Although the Biblicum recog-
nised the authorship of God, it balanced this with the role of the human authors. 
Two poles, one human one divine, ultimately gave rise to the Scriptures. While 
the Lateran agreed that God made use of human authors, their role in the com-
position of the Scriptures was negligible. 

One is left with the impression that the 'conservative' camp was heading for 
'victory'. Two of the Biblicum professors brought to charge by the Lateran 
were suspended by the Holy Office. The Lateran's attack on the Biblicum 
represented an attack on all those who desired renewal in biblical exegesis. 
This situation was confirmed in the schema De fontibus revelationis, which was 
presented to the Council for discussion. The provisional schema supported the 
Lateran position by excluding virtually every renewal in the study of the bible. 
The vota presented by both Roman universities and the articles published by 
each institution make it clear that they had followed the preparatory process 
of the Second Vatican Council. By so doing, they signalled in advance that they 
desired to play a significant role in the activities of the Council itself. 
We are inclined today to support the Biblicum without further thought or objec-
tion. What we now understand as evident, however, was not so at the time of 
the controversy. While the way in which the Lateran reacted is to be deplored, 
its position should not simply be dismissed without being first located in its 
temporal context. The Lateran wanted to maintain a traditional core in bibli-
cal exegesis and avoid excesses, the existence of which even the Biblicum was 
forced to admit. At the same time, the Lateran feared a return of modernism, 
which Rome had considered a serious threat to the church fifty years earlier. 

It is for this reason that the present authors are inclined by way of conclusion 
to refer to the debate between the Lateran and the Biblicum as a 'neo-modernist 
controversy'. Why neo? What happened in 1960 is not to be characterised as 
a clash between anti-modernist Rome and a modernist outside world. In 1960, 
rather, the discussion was about exegesis - a core aspect of the modernist 
debate - at the heart of the Roman academic world. What we initially announced 

140 Reference is made in the literature at this level to an 'instruktionstheoretisches' stance on bib-
licalinspiration. See H. Hoping, 'Theologischer Kommentar zur Dogmatischen Konstitution iiber die 
gtittliche Offenbarung', in P. Hiinermann- B.J. Hilberath (eds.), Herders theologischer Kommentar 
zum Zweiten Vatikanischen Konzil, Bd. 3, Freiburg- Basel- Vienna, Herder, 2005, pp. 695-735, 
pp. 720-721. 
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as a case study has turned out to be a great deal more. The Roman Controversy 
represents a culmination point in the evolution of Catholic biblical studies and 
pivotal point in the discussion thereof. One can presume that the suspicious 
and conservative tendency initially gained the upper hand on account of the 
vehemence of the discussion (for which they themselves were primarily respon-
sible), the high stakes involved, and the painful memories of the modernist 
crisis. Through the Second Vatican Council and the decisions of the popes, 
however, the Roman Catholic church was ultimately to opt for a moderate 
middle path by carefully integrating the historical-critical method into Catholic 
biblical exegesis. 
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